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Consistency of Partial Process Speci cations
Maarten Steen, John Derrick, Eerke Boiten, Howard Bowman
Computing Laboratory, University of Kent at Canterbury
Canterbury, Kent CT2 7NF, UK. M.W.A.Steen@ukc.ac.uk

Abstract. The structuring of the speci cation and development of distributed systems according to viewpoints, as advocated by the Reference
Model for Open Distributed Processing, raises the question of when such
viewpoint speci cations may be considered consistent with one another.
In this paper, we analyse the notion of consistency in the context of formal process speci cation. It turns out that di erent notions of correctness
give rise to di erent consistency relations. Each notion of consistency is
formally characterised and placed in a spectrum of consistency relations.
An example illustrates the use of these relations for consistency checking.
1

Introduction

There is a growing awareness in distributed software engineering that the development of complex distributed systems can no longer be seen as a linear,
top-down activity. It is now widely advocated to structure the speci cation and
development of such systems according to, so called, viewpoints. Prominent examples of viewpoint oriented development models are the Reference Model for
Open Distributed Processing (rm-odp) [9], the Viewpoint Oriented Software Engineering (vose) framework [5], and object oriented analysis and design models,
such as [2].
In contrast with the traditional `waterfall' model of development, where an
initial, abstract speci cation is stepwise re ned to a nal, concrete speci cation, viewpoint models allow speci ers to split up the complete speci cation of
a complex system into a number of viewpoint speci cations each concentrating
on a particular concern or aspect of the system. Individual viewpoint speci cations can then be developed further relatively independent of one another. The
rm-odp, for example, de nes ve viewpoints | enterprise, information, computational, engineering, and technology | from which distributed systems may be
described.
One of the main problems in any multiple viewpoint approach to speci cation
is de ning and establishing that the various viewpoint speci cations are consistent with one another. This problem becomes particularly challenging when
we consider that di erent speci cation techniques may be applicable to di erent
viewpoints. The odp information viewpoint, for example, can be expressed quite
naturally in z, whereas lotos is considered more suitable for the computational
viewpoint [16].

In some viewpoint models consistency is de ned as a simple set of syntactic constraints. The Booch method [2] (supported by the Rational Rose1 tool)
for object oriented design, for example, requires that there is a corresponding
operation in a Class Diagram for each message in a Sequence Diagram. Here,
however, we are concerned with behavioural, or semantic, consistency.
In this paper, we analyse the consistency problem for a substantial number of
process algebraic speci cation techniques. Process algebra provides a rich theory
for the speci cation of behaviour. Therefore, this work should provide the formal foundations for consistency checking techniques for more `user-friendly' behavioural speci cation notations, such as State Charts and Sequence Diagrams.
In fact, the consistency relations identi ed in this paper are directly applicable
to all speci cation formalisms of which the semantics can be expressed using
labelled transition systems, traces, refusals or failures, e.g., csp [8], ccs [15],
and Object-Z [6].

2 Process Speci cation
We introduce a simple process algebraic language similar to ccs and csp for the
description of process behaviour. The syntax is borrowed from lotos [1]:

P ::= stop j ; P j P [] P j P j[A]j P j hide A in P j X
Here it is assumed that a set of action labels L is given. Then, 2 L [f g;  62 L
is the unobservable, or internal, action; A  L; and X is a process name. We will

assume that a de nition exists for each process name used. Process de nitions
are written X := p, where p is a behaviour expression that can again contain
process names, including possibly X itself, thus making the de nition recursive.
Semantically, process behaviour can be modelled in many di erent ways. In
the following, we consider labelled transition systems, traces, refusals and some
combinations of the latter two.

2.1 Labelled Transition Systems
De nition 1. A labelled transition system is a structure (S; L; ?! ; s0), where
S is a set of states, L is a set of action labels, ?!  S  (L [ f g)  S is a
transition relation, and s0 2 S is the initial state.
Each behaviour description is associated, in the usual manner, with a labelled
transition system through the axioms and inference rules given in Table 1.
Often labelled transition systems are considered to be too concrete to abstractly specify system behaviour. It is therefore customary to interpret process
speci cations via, so called, implementation relations [13, 3]. These are relations
between a domain of implementations and a domain of speci cations that formalise a particular notion of correctness. They may, for example, abstract from
1

Rational Rose is a trade mark of the Rational Software Corporation.

Table 1. Inference rules

` ; p ?! p
p ?! p0
` p [] q ?! p0
0
q ?! q
` p [] q ?! q0
0
p ?! p ; 62 A
` p j[A]j q ?! p0 j[A]j q
0
q ?! q ; 62 A
` p j[A]j q ?! p j[A]j q0
0
0
p ?! p ; q ?! q ; 2 A ` p j[A]j q ?! p0 j[A]j q0
p ?! p0 ; 62 A
` hide A in p ?! hide A in p0
0
p ?! p ; 2 A
` hide A in p ?! hide A in p0
0
p ?! p ; X := p
` X ?! p0
the internal behaviour of an implementation and only verify whether the externally observable behaviour corresponds to the behaviour described in the
speci cation.
2.2 Traces and Refusals

Let L denote the set of all strings over the set of observable actions L. Elements
of L are also called traces. The empty string, or empty trace, is denoted  and 
is used to range over L . Concatenation of traces is represented by juxtaposition.
In Table 2 the notion of transition is generalised to traces. We further de ne
Tr (p), the set of traces of a process p, Out (p; ), the set of possible actions after
the trace , and Ref (p; ), the sets of actions refused by a process p after the
trace :
De nition 2.

Tr (p) def
= f 2 L j p =) g
Out (p; ) def
= fa 2 L j 9p0  p =) p0 and p0 =a)g
a
Ref (p; ) def
= fX  L j 9p0  p =) p0 and 8a 2 X  p0 =6 ) g
Table 2. Trace relations
Notation Meaning

=)
a 0
p ==) p
p =)

p =6 )

 ) , i.e., the re exive and transitive closure of ?!

( ?!


a
9q; q0  p=) q ?! q0 =) p0
9p0  p =) p0
6 9p0  p =) p0

2.3 Implementation Relations

A large number of implementation relations has been de ned over labelled transition systems [7]; each one capturing a di erent notion of correctness. In this
paper, we consider only the most prominent trace and/or refusal based implementation relations from process algebra. Our selection is largely based on a
pioneering study on implementation relations by Brinksma et al. [3].
De nition 3. Let p; s 2 P be processes, then we de ne the following relations:

name

denotation de nition

trace re nement
p tr s
Tr (p)  Tr (s)
Tr (p) = Tr (s)
trace equivalence
p tr s
conformance
p conf s
8 2 Tr (s)  Ref (p;  )  Ref (s;  )
reduction
p red s
p tr s and p conf s
extension
p ext s
s tr p and p conf s
testing equivalence
p te s
p red s and s red p
Perhaps the simplest implementation relation is trace re nement. It only
veri es that the implementation cannot perform sequences of observable actions
(traces) that are not allowed by the speci cation. This is useful for capturing,
so called, safety properties. However, we cannot use it to specify that anything
must happen. Trace equivalence is slightly stronger in that it requires that the
implementation and speci cation have the same possible traces. Another notion
of validity is captured by the conformance relation (conf ), derived from testing
theory. It requires for each trace of the speci cation, that the implementation
can only refuse to do whatever the speci cation refuses after that trace. The
reduction relation (red), sometimes referred to as testing preorder or failure
preorder, is the intersection of trace re nement and conformance. It gives rise to
a speci cation technique with which one can specify both that certain actions
must happen and that certain traces are not allowed. The extension relation,
on the other hand, allows that more traces are added in the implementation, as
long as the implementation is still conformant to its speci cation. The strongest
implementation relation considered here is testing equivalence. It requires that
the observable behaviour of implementation resp. speci cation cannot be distinguished through external testing.
Process speci cations, and in fact any other trace/refusal based speci cations, can be interpreted under any of the implementation relations de ned above
to yield a di erent speci cation formalism [10] for system behaviour. In a multiple viewpoint approach to speci cation potentially all these formalisms may
be used simultaneously. Below, we show how di erent viewpoints may require
di erent implementation relations to adequately capture their intended meaning.

2.4 Example Viewpoint Speci cations

Consider the speci cation of a simple vending machine using the odp viewpoints. (It is outside the scope of this paper to give de nitions for the ve odp
viewpoints. The interested reader is referred to [14] or the standard itself [9].)

From the enterprise viewpoint one might like to specify the following
policies, divided in permissions and obligations:
Permissions The system is permitted to exhibit any of the following traces
of behaviour: f; coin; coin.co ee; coin.tea; coin.co ee.coin; coin.tea.coin; : : :g.
This could be captured by the following speci cation, when interpreted under
the trace re nement relation (tr ):
Perm := coin; (co ee; Perm [] tea; Perm)
Obligations The system user is obliged to always rst insert a coin into the
machine. The following speci cation captures this. Here we have decided to
interpret the speci cation under the extension relation (ext), so the speci cation does not prohibit any other behaviour.
Obl := coin; stop
From the computational viewpoint the system is viewed as a computational object providing a computational interface upon which its environment
(the user) can invoke one of three operations: coin, co ee and tea.
Comp :=  ; coin; ( ; co ee; Comp []  ; tea; Comp)
[]  ; co ee; Comp
[]  ; tea; Comp
If the coin operation is invoked, the system will respond by o ering its environment either co ee or tea. In case one of the other two operations is invoked
by the environment, the system will return to its initial state. Non-determinism
is used to indicate that not all of these operations need to be present in an
implementation. Therefore, any reduction (red) is considered a correct implementation.
From the engineering viewpoint the system might be viewed as being
composed of two components, a money handler (MH) and a drinks dispenser
(DD), that communicate via a channel. As the channel is only introduced for
internal communication it is hidden from the environment. The following specication of the engineering viewpoint is interpreted under the testing equivalence
relation (te).
Eng := hide channel in MH j[channel]j DD
MH := coin; channel; MH
DD := channel; (co ee; DD [] tea; DD)
The obvious question now is whether all these viewpoint speci cations are
consistent with one another.
3 Consistency

The purpose of this section is to de ne (necessary and sucient) conditions for
viewpoint speci cations to be consistent. For the moment we will concentrate

on binary consistency, i.e., consistency between two speci cations. Informally,
we call two speci cations consistent if, and only if, they have at least one implementation in common, i.e., if there is an implementation that satis es both
speci cations. The de nition of consistency is thus parameterised on the notion
of correctness that each speci cation is subjected to. As we have shown above,
di erent viewpoint speci cations may be subjected to interpretation under differing implementation relations. Therefore, each combination of implementation relations, imp1 imp2 , gives rise to a di erent consistency relation, denoted
Cimp1 imp2 .
De nition 4. Let imp1 imp2 be implementation relations, then consistency
between speci cations subject to imp1 and speci cations subject to imp2 is a
binary relation Cimp1 imp2 such that, for any 1 2 2 P ,
;

;

;

s ;s

;

s1

def

Cimp1 ;imp2 s2 () 9p 2 P  p

imp1

s1

^p

imp2

s2 :

Considering tr, tr , conf , red, ext and te as instantiations for imp1 and
imp2 in the de nition of binary consistency, we obtain 36 di erent notions of
consistency. Whenever imp1 = imp2 , we speak of balanced consistency, denoted
2 .
Cimp

Section 3.1 deals with these (six) cases. The issue of unbalanced consistency, the remaining 30 cases, is discussed in section 3.2. Omitted proofs may
be found in [17].
It is useful sometimes to use the following alternative characterisation of
consistency as the composition of two implementation relations:
Proposition 5. For any two implementation relations imp1 ; imp2,
Cimp1 ;imp2

= imp1?1  imp2

:

3.1 Balanced Consistency
This section largely summarises results from [18], where we considered only the
balanced consistency problem.
Since both speci cations (in the binary case) are subject to the same implementation relation, binary, balanced consistency is a symmetric relation.
2 )?1 .
2
= (Cimp
Proposition 6. For any implementation relation imp, Cimp
2
for
We consider the six cases of binary, balanced consistency, denoted Cimp

imp 2 ftr tr conf red ext teg. For two of these, imp is instantiated with
;

;

;

;

;

an equivalence relation. It is easily established that the consistency relation
is equal to the implementation relation in those cases. Of the four remaining
balanced consistency relations, three turn out to hold for any two speci cations.

Theorem 7.
1. C2 tr = tr
2. C2 te = te

3. C2 tr = P  P
2
=P P
4. Cconf
2 =P P
5. Cext
Proof. The rst two results follow from the symmetry and transitivity of tr
and te. The remaining cases are proved by exibiting a bottom element in the
respective re nement lattices. Such a bottom element is presented by a process ? such that 8s  ? imp s. The existence of such a bottom element implies
2
s2 , 9p  p imp s1 ^ p imp s2 .
consistency, since s1 Cimp
3. 8s  stop tr s, hence stop is the required bottom element.
4. De ne a process Run, that can perform all possible traces and never refuses
any action, as follows2:

j 2 Lg
Observe that, 8 2 L  Ref (
Run :=

f

a; Run

a

; ) = f;g. Therefore, 8s  conf s.
5. The process , de ned above, also has more traces than any other process,
i.e. 8s  Tr ( ) = L  Tr (s). Therefore, 8s  ext s.
ut
The following theorem gives a sucient condition for two speci cations (say
s1 and s2 ) to be consistent with respect to reduction. The condition requires
that s1 and s2 can at least refuse all the actions they may not both do after a
certain trace.
2 s if:
Theorem 8. Let s1; s2 2 P be two speci cations, then s1 Cred
2
8 2 Tr (s1 ) \ Tr (s2 )  Ln(Out (s1 ; ) \ Out (s2 ; )) 2 Ref (s1 ; ) \ Ref (s2 ; )
Proof. See [18].
Run

Run

Run

Run

Run

3.2 Unbalanced Consistency

Unbalanced consistency is more complicated than the balanced case. First of all,
there are many more cases of unbalanced consistency. Moreover, unlike balanced
consistency relations, unbalanced ones are not symmetric. However, there is a
close relationship between Cimp1 imp2 and Cimp2 imp1 .
Proposition 9. For any two implementation relations imp1 ; imp2,
?1
:
Cimp2 imp1 = Cimp
1 imp2
;

;

;

;

Since it is easy to derive the inverse of a relation (just swap the arguments),
this proposition gives an easy recipe for deriving Cimp2 imp1 from the relation
with the implementation relations reversed Cimp1 imp2 . It halves our problem of
nding 30 consistency conditions.
For the remaining 15 cases, observe that all implementation relations are reexive. The following proposition therefore allows us to derive at least a sucient
condition for consistency to hold in each of these cases.
2
The operator  generalises the choice operator ( [] ).
;

;

Proposition 10.

re exive,

Given a consistency relation Cimp1 ;imp2 , such that

imp1

is

imp2  Cimp1 imp2 :
1
Proof. From re exivity of imp1 , it follows that Id  imp?
1 . And, by mono?
1
?
1
tonicity of , Id  imp1 ) imp2  imp1  imp2 = Cimp1 imp2 .
t
u
Under the condition that the inverse of imp1 is stronger than imp2 and
imp2 is a transitive relation, imp2 is both a necessary and sucient condition.
;

;

This result applies to six of the remaining cases.

Theorem 11. Given a consistency relation Cimp1 imp2 , such that
{ imp1 is re exive,
{ imp2?1is transitive, and
{ imp1  imp2,
then Cimp1 imp2 = imp2 :
Proof. By Prop. 10, we have imp2  Cimp1 imp2 . In the other direction, we
derive by monotonicity of  and transitivity of imp2 , that imp?1 1  imp2 )
imp?1 1  imp2  imp2  imp2  imp2 .
t
u
Corollary 12.
;

;

;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Cte ;tr = tr
Cte ;tr = tr
Cte ;red =
Cte ;ext =
Ctr ;tr = tr
Cext;tr = tr

red
ext

Since testing equivalence is stronger than all other implementation relations,
and because it is an equivalence, we almost always have Cte imp2 = imp2 .
The only case that is missing, is when imp2 = conf . Even though conf is not
transitive, we still have the same result.
;

Theorem 13.

Cte ;conf

= conf

Proof. By Prop. 10 we have conf  Cte conf . For inclusion in the other direction, observe that, by Prop. 5 and symmetry of te , Cte conf = te  conf . We
now prove te  conf  conf by extensionality: 8s1 ; s2 2 P ,
;

;

conf
conf
L

s1 te 
s2
, 9p  s1 te p ^ p
s2
, 9p  (8 2   Ref (s1 ;  ) = Ref (p;  ))
^ (8 2 Tr (s2 )  Ref (p;  )  Ref (s2 ;  ))
) 8 2 Tr (s2 )  Ref (s1 ;  )  Ref (s2 ;  )
, s1
s2

conf

t
u

Of the remaining consistency relations, one holds for any two speci cations.
Theorem 14. Cext conf = P  P
2
2
ut
Proof. Use the same witness as in the proofs of Cconf = Cext = P  P .
The remaining two consistency relations with ext coincide with trace re nement.
;

Theorem 15.
C ext = tr
Cred ext = tr
1.

tr ;

2.

;

In one direction, inclusion follows by a simple monotonicity argument:
1. Since ext  tr , it follows that C ext = tr  ext  tr  tr = tr .
2. Since red?1  tr and ext  tr, it follows that Cred ext = red?1  ext 
tr  tr = tr .
In the other direction, we need to exhibit a common implementation for any two
speci cations s1 ; s2 such that s1 tr s2 . In both cases, such a common implementation is given by the deterministic process with the same traces as s1 .
ut
In an earlier version of this paper, we de ned a relation cons  P  P at
this point (see de nition 18) and proposed that being in this relation provided
a sucient and necessary condition for four of the remaining consistency relations, viz. C conf , C red , Cred conf , and C conf . However, we now know
this not to be the case. Although cons is indeed a precise characterisation of
C conf (see theorem 19) and it plays a role in the characterisation of C red
(see theorem 20), C conf does not coincide with the other three aforementioned
consistency relations. We can, however, establish a relative ordering between the
four relations.
Proof.

tr ;

;

tr ;

tr ;

;

tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

Proposition 16.
C red = C conf
C conf  C conf
Cred conf  C conf
1.

tr ;

2.

tr ;

tr ;

3.

;

tr ;

tr ;

Proof.

1. Firstly, since red  conf , it follows that C red = tr  red  tr  conf =
C conf . Secondly, suppose 9p  p tr s1 ^ p conf s2 , but p tr s2 . There must
then be a  2 Tr (p) \ Tr (s2 ) such that a 2 Out (p; )nOut (s2 ; ) for some
a 2 L. However, then fag 2 Ref (s2 ;  ) so we can remove the a-transition
from p without invalidating that p tr s1 and p conf s2 . Now, let p0 be the
process constructed from p by removing all these violating transition and we
clearly have p0 tr s1 and p0 red s2 .
2. Since tr  tr , it follows that C conf = tr  conf  tr  conf =
C conf . Moreover, there exist speci cations s1 ; s2 such that s1 C conf s2 ,
but :(s1 C conf s2 ) (see example 17).
tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

tr ;

3. Since red?1  tr, it follows that Cred conf = red?1  conf  tr  conf =
C conf . Moreover, there exist speci cations s1 ; s2 such that s1 C conf s2 ,
but :(s1 Cred conf s2 ) (see example 17).
ut
Example 17. Consider the following speci cations:
;

tr ;

tr ;

;

s1
s2

:= a;
:=

;

stop [] b; stop
a; stop [] b; c; stop

then we have s1 C conf s2 , because stop is a common implementation, but
not s1 C conf s2 and not s1 Cred conf s2 . In the latter two cases, any common
implementation would have to perform b initially and then refuse c to be an
implementation of s1 , but such a process can never be conformant to s2 , which
requires c after b.
ut
De nition 18. De ne a relation cons  P  P as follows:
a;

tr ;

tr ;

;

p cons q () 8 2 Tr (p) \ Tr (q )  (LnOut (p;  )) 2 Ref (q;  ):
def

The relation cons characterises C conf , as is shown in the following theorem.
In order for a process p to be `trace-conf consistent ' with a process q, q must
be able to refuse everything that p cannot do after a certain trace  common to
both p and q.
Theorem 19. C conf = cons
Proof. Firstly from left to right. Assuming that 9p  p tr s1 ^ p conf s2 we
need to show that s1 cons s2 . Suppose not. By de nition of cons this means
that LnOut (s1 ; ) 62 Ref (s2 ; ) for some trace  2 Tr (s1 ) \ Tr (s2 ). From the
assumption that p tr s1 it follows that Out (p; ) = Out (s1 ; ) and therefore
that LnOut (p; ) 62 Ref (s2 ; ). However, for p to be a valid process (e.g., see [12,
p. 62]), we must have LnOut (p; ) 2 Ref (p; ), which contradicts that p conf s2 .
Secondly, from right to left. Assume s1 cons s2 . Next, construct a process p
with the following traces and refusals:
tr ;

tr ;

Tr (p) = Tr (s1 )
Ref (p; ) = Ref (s2 ; ); if  2 Tr (s2 )
Ref (p; ) = }(LnOut (p; )); if  2 Tr (p)nTr (s2 )

It immediately follows that p tr s1 and p conf s2 . However, it still needs to be
veri ed that the combination of traces and refusals satisfy certain properties in
order for them to de ne a valid process (e.g., see [12, p. 62]). Most of these properties follow trivially from the given de nitions, but the following may require
some formal justi cation:

2 Ref (p; ) ) X [ (LnOut (p; )) 2 Ref (p; )
By contradiction: suppose X [(LnOut (p; )) 62 Ref (p; ) for some  2 Tr (p) such
that X 2 Ref (p; ). If  62 Tr (s2 ), then we have a straightforward contradiction,
X

because then LnOut (p; ) 2 Ref (p; ) by de nition. Otherwise, there must be
some a 2 LnOut (p; ) such that fag 62 Ref (p; ), since X 2 Ref (p; ). From
the fact that Tr (p) = Tr (s1 ), we also know that a 62 Out (s1 ; ). However,
then it follows by s1 cons s2 , that fag 2 Ref (s2 ; ), which contradicts that
fag 62 Ref (p; ), because Ref (p; ) = Ref (s2 ; ) by de nition.
ut

Theorem 20. Ctr red = tr \ cons
;

Proof.

In one direction, a simple calculation suces:

Ctr red = tr  red = tr (tr \ conf )
 (tr  tr) \ (tr  conf ) = tr \ cons
In the other direction, assume s1 tr s2 and s1 cons s2 for some s1 ; s2 . By
s1 cons s2 , we have p tr s1 and p conf s2 for some p. By s1 tr s2 , it then follows
that p tr s2 and therefore that p red s2 .
ut
;

3.3 Summary of Consistency Results
By instantiating the general de nition of binary consistency with the implementation relations de ned in section 2.3, 36 di erent notions of consistency were
obtained. For most of these notion of consistency a necessary and sucient condition has been derived, in the form of a characterising relation, under which two
speci cations can be considered consistent. Eventhough we did not yet nd such
characterising relations for Ctr conf = Ctr red and Cred conf , we conjecture that
they exist nevertheless. In the following we denote these two unknown relations
cs1 and cs2, resp. The obtained results are summarised in Table 3.
In order to verify the consistency of two speci cations s1 ; s2 interpreted via
implementation relations imp1 ; imp2 , respectively, look up the relation in the
row labelled by imp1 and the column labelled by imp2 . Say this is a relation
C . Now, if s1 C s2 , then s1 Cimp1 imp2 s2 holds.
;

;

;

;

Table 3. Consistency conditions
tr
tr
conf red ext te
tr P  P
tr
cs1
cs1
tr tr
tr tr
tr
cons tr \ cons tr tr
conf cs1 ?1 cons?1 P  P cs2?1 P  P conf ?1
2
red cs1 ?1 tr \ cons?1 cs2 Cred
tr red?1
ext tr
tr
P  P tr P  P ext?1
te tr
tr
conf red ext te
Fig. 1 relates the consistency relations in terms of their relative strength. The
strongest consistency relation (te) can be found at the bottom of the spectrum;
the weakest relation (P  P ) at the top. A line between two relations indicates
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Fig. 1. The spectrum of consistency relations

that the lower one is included in the higher one. It is always sucient to verify
a strictly stronger relation rather than the required notion of consistency.
The relationships depicted in the bottom half of Fig. 1 are mostly well-known
results from the literature [13, 12, 3]. The other relationships between consistency relations usually follow from a straightforward monotonicity argument as
in Prop. 16 or directly from the de nitions.

3.4 Consistency Checking Example
Using the results obtained above, we can now verify the pair-wise consistency of
the speci cations in Sect. 2.4:
{ (Obl, ext) and (Perm, tr) are consistent, because Obl tr Perm.
{ (Obl, ext) and (Comp, red) are consistent, because Obl tr Comp.
{ (Eng, te) and (Obl, ext) are consistent, because Eng ext Obl.
{ (Perm, tr) and (Comp, red) are consistent, because Perm red Comp, which
is a sucient condition for consistency by Prop. 10.

(Eng, te) and (Perm, tr ) are not consistent, because Eng tr Perm. The
problem here is that Eng has a trace <coin.coin>, which is not allowed by
Perm. This is due to the concurrency in Eng.
{ (Eng, te ) and (Comp, red) are not consistent, because Eng red
/ Comp. Almost the same problem as above. Eng cannot refuse to do a coin-action, after
the initial coin, whereas Comp cannot do such an action.
The main problem with the engineering speci cation is that it allows a new coin
to be inserted already before the last drink has been taken. The inconsistency
can be resolved here by adding another synchronisation between the two parts
of the engineering speci cation (the same channel can be used for this):
NewEng := hide channel in MH j[channel]j DD
MH := coin; channel; channel; MH
DD := channel; (co ee; channel; DD [] tea; channel; DD)
With such a synchronisation in place the money handler will refuse the next coin
until the previous drink has been taken out. The new engineering speci cation
is consistent with both the permissions from the enterprise viewpoint and the
computational speci cation.
With the revised engineering speci cation the set of viewpoint speci cations
is also globally consistent | there exists an implementation that satis es all
four speci cations. The common implementation is the engineering description
NewEng (see Fig. 2).
{

Perm

I@@

Obl

MBB

Comp

NewEng



@@ BB  ??
 @ B  ?
@ BB ??
@ ?
@B
NewEng
tr

ext

Fig. 2.

red

??

te
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4 Conclusion

We have presented characterisations of all possible, i.e., balanced and unbalanced, binary consistency relations between six di erent trace and/or refusal
based speci cation formalisms for process behaviour. These consistency relations are vital if formal speci cations are to be used in a multiple viewpoint
approach to speci cation, as is advocated, e.g., by the rm-odp [9].

Various other approaches to partial process speci cation have been suggested
in the literature [4, 11, 12], some with associated consistency conditions. However,
those authors do not consider, what we have called, unbalanced consistency
relations.
Ongoing research at the University of Kent focuses on the `translation' of
the consistency relations to consistency checking techniques and tools for more
`user-friendly', graphical speci cation notations. The main question here is \what
implementation relations are (implicitly) assumed by speci ers of State Charts,
Sequence Diagrams, etc?"
Another topic for further study is how to deal with speci cations at different levels of abstraction. A single action in an enterprise speci cation may
correspond to a more complicated behaviour in the computational speci cation.
In order to support consistency checking between such speci cations, we need
to consider also implementation relations that incorporate some form of action
re nement.
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